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Fibrillar collagen is the most abundant extracellular matrix (ECM) constituent which maintains the structure of most interstitial tissues and organs, including skin, gut, and breast. Density and spatial alignments of the three-dimensional (3D) collagen architecture define mechanical tissue properties, i.e. stiffness and porosity, which guide or oppose cell migration and positioning in different contexts, such as morphogenesis, regeneration, immune response, and cancer progression. To reproduce interstitial cell movement in vitro with high in vivo fidelity, 3D collagen lattices are being reconstituted from extracted collagen monomers, resulting in the re-assembly of a fibrillar meshwork of defined porosity and stiffness. With a focus on tumor invasion studies, we here evaluate different in vitro collagen-based cell invasion models, employing either pepsinized or non-pepsinized collagen extracts, and compare their structure to connective tissue in vivo, including mouse dermis and mammary gland, chick chorioallantoic membrane (CAM), and human dermis. Using confocal reflection and two-photon-excited second harmonic generation (SHG) microscopy, we here show that, depending on the collagen source, in vitro models yield homogeneous fibrillar texture with a quite narrow range of pore size variation, whereas all in vivo scaffolds comprise a range from low- to high-density fibrillar networks and heterogeneous pore sizes within the same tissue. Future in-depth comparison of structure and physical properties between 3D ECM-based models in vitro and in vivo are mandatory in order to better understand the mechanisms and limits of interstitial cell movements in distinct tissue environments.
1. Introduction

In vertebrates, the ECM comprises at least two distinct types of scaffolds. Whereas basement membranes form a dense, flat protein meshwork under-lying and anchoring epithelial and endothelial cells, interstitial connective tissues consist of 3D meshworks of heterogeneous texture and composition. The main ECM component of interstitial tissues is fibrillar type I collagen that forms up to 90% of the tissue content of connective tissues. The physical stability of connective tissues is mostly mediated by collagen fibrils, which are mechanically stable and provide a scaffold to which other ECM proteins such as fibronectin and glycosaminoglycans connect.

After fibroblast-mediated synthesis of procollagen molecules, fibrillogenesis is initiated by the cleavage of N- and C-terminal propeptides from monomeric collagen, followed by the spontaneous collagen self-assembly into fibrils [Fig. 1A]. Fibrils then receive slow secondary modification by stromal cell-derived lysyl oxidase (LOX) which generates aldehyde groups at telopeptide-located lysyl or hydroxylysyl-residues that then spontaneously form aldimide (Schiff-base) cross-links with amino groups from a neighbouring collagen monomer [1,2]. This chemical modification leads to the formation of collagen fibrils and bundled fibres of enhanced mechanical stability [3].

Depending on further tissue-specific modifications and functions, such as protective or tensile stress-bearing tasks, collagen fibres are cross-linked to different extent and organized into quite heterogeneous structures. Interstitial connective tissue below epithelia contain porous but heterogeneously textured collagen networks, including thick bundles alternating with loosely organized thin fibres hosting blood and lymph vessels, and additional ECM components such as elastic fibres and fibronectin. Often these upper loose zones are connected to dense connective tissue and fat tissue. This basic organization is preserved in dermis, interstitial tissue of the gut and most parenchymatous organs. Collagen-rich ECM undergoes life-long remodeling and re-shaping by tissue cells such as fibroblasts that create adhesion receptor-mediated tension on ECM and physiologic slow proteolytic matrix turnover, a process that may become enhanced during wound healing or disease [4–7]. Interstitial ECM, on the other hand, influences cellular functions, besides acting as a major reservoir of releasable growth factors and peptide mediators, by physical characteristics, such as fibre thickness, orientation, density, stiffness, or pore size between fibres [8–11]. These tissue structure-imposed changes on cell function are mediated by at least two distinct but interdependent mechanisms: (i) by mechanosensor-mediated and additional signaling cascades [12,13] and (ii) by guidance and confinement, respectively, of the cell body resulting in a shape adaptation in order to move [14,15]. Dimensionality as an additional aspect of tissue geometry influences cell–matrix interaction and consecutive movement which may take place along a single fibre (1D migration), across a sheet-like surface (2D movement), or through a spatially complex meshwork of fibrils (3D migration) [9,11,16–18]. Whereas 1D and 2D models provide important insights into the organization of molecular machineries underlying cell adhesion and migration, 3D migration models are instrumental in modeling cell dynamics with high fidelity to in vivo behaviour [19]. We here assess different 3D collagen-based models in vitro and in vivo, with a focus on the comparison of physical structure and spacing characteristics of collagen for the study of tumor cell movement.

2. Methods to visualize the 3D architecture of fibrillar collagens

The detection of fibrillar collagen from in vitro lattices or in tissues can be achieved by several approaches that are based on distinct physicochemical parameters, using either dried processed or hydrated samples. Fixed and chemically processed fibrillar collagens are traditionally assessed either in histological sections, transmission or scanning electron microscopy (SEM), revealing collagen organization and, particularly when using SEM, additional contrast-producing solid structures [20]. Whereas the fibre geometry is preserved to high degree, these approaches do not allow the three-dimensional reconstruction of collagen architecture with sufficient fidelity, due to structural changes introduced by sample slicing, shrinkage artifacts and collapse. In contrast, the 3D fibrillar collagen organization in hydrated state can be directly visualized from native or fixed samples by confocal reflection (syn. backscatter) microscopy [21] or two-photon-excited SHG microscopy [22,23]. Therefore, the latter two approaches provide more exact spacing information quantifiable by manual and automated image analysis approaches and computation [21,24].

2.1. Confocal reflection microscopy

For confocal reflection, light is introduced into the sample and the signal reflected by solid-state structures is detected in backward direction, thus any laser wavelength and sufficiently sensitive detection system will support this approach. Reflection of light occurs at interfaces between materials with different refractive indices, such as glass–water, collagen fibre–water, or cell membrane–water transitions, thus it is intrinsically non-specific and even cannot be distinguished from autofluorescence. However, it represents a powerful approach for high-contrast imaging of fibrillar scaffolds and (often fluorescently labelled) cells therein [18,21,25].

2.2. SHG

For the detection of fibrillar collagen structures within connective tissue in vivo, SHG is the method of choice. It is often visualized in conjunction with SHG from other structures, such as striated muscle, and tissue autofluorescence, including elastic fibres and endogenous, intracellular fluorophores [23,26]. The basic physical principle of SHG consists in the frequency-doubling of light by crystal-like repetitive non-centrosymmetric structures, particularly polymers of helical proteins.
Fig. 1. Structure of 3D fibrillar collagen reconstituted in vitro from different collagen sources. (A) Structure of collagen monomers containing telopeptide and respective pepsin-cleavage site in both, solubilized (acidic) and multimeric state. Aldehyde (CHO) moieties are generated by lysyl oxidase (LOX) spontaneously assembling into aldimine cross-links (adapted from [2]). (B) Polymerized networks of pepsinized (telopeptide-free) or non-pepsinized (telopeptide-containing) collagens from different sources and suppliers (bovine skin, Nutacon, Leiden, The Netherlands; calf skin, IBFB, Leipzig, Germany; mouse tail, Lisa Coussens lab, San Francisco, USA; rat tail, Becton Dickinson). For all matrices, a final collagen concentration of 1.7 mg/ml and standard polymerization procedures were used, as described ([11] and protocols provided by suppliers). Top row, single xy scan; middle row, overlay covering 8 μm in-depth; bottom row, single xz scan. Because of the matrix dimensions, collagen fibre orientation is mostly in parallel to the upper and lower cover slips, leading to longitudinal reflection in xy scans and dot-like cross-section signal in xz scans. Arrowheads: single collagen fibres. Marked areas refer to Fig. 5. (C) Outlines of typical migrating cells in horizontal and vertical dimension in 1:1 ratio to collagen structures depicted in (A). The outline of the mesenchymal cell (ca. 50 μm × 10 μm × 10 μm and 75 μm² area in xz) is similar to many tumor cells from epithelial or mesenchymal origin, whereas trafficking leukocytes are smaller (dendritic cell, ca. 15 μm × 7 μm × 7 μm, 35 μm² area in xz; T cell, ca. 10 μm × 4 μm × 5 μm, 15 μm² area in xz) [45]. Bars, 10 μm.
Fig. 2. Collagen spacing of 3D mouse connective tissue models in vivo. Intravital two-photon microscopy was performed in connective tissues of anaesthetized mice from different locations using different experimental procedures (in brackets): (A) cremaster muscle (open surgery) [48,49], (B) skull (frontoparietal scalp; open surgery) [27,50], (C, D) back skin dermis (DSFC) [34,51], and (E) mammary fat pad (mammary imaging window) [36,58]. (A) Mouse cremaster model. Asterisks, SHG-negative gaps. (B) Mouse dermis of the head region. Asterisks indicate SHG-negative spaces presumably filled with vessel tubes, based on roundish morphology. (C) Mouse dermis of the back skin in papillary (superficial) and (D) deep reticular dermis. (E) Collagen-rich region of the mammary fat pad. (D, E) Fluorescent dextran (red) was used to counterstain perfused blood vessels and (after uptake) tissue-resident macrophages (asterisks) [34,36]. (E) Arrowheads, fat cells. (A–E) xy images represent individual planes from...
As technical setup, SHG requires a femto- or picosecond-pulsed high-power laser and photomultiplier-based detection in either forward or backward direction [23]. SHG of collagen is achieved by several wavelengths between 800 and 1300 nm [23,27,28], (P. Friedl, unpublished). Because collagen SHG emission is exactly half the introduced wavelength, it can be spectrally quite precisely separated from other emission signals such as autofluorescence by beam splitters and dichroitic mirrors. SHG occurs only in the focal plane providing sufficiently high photon density and, similar to two-photon-excited fluorescence microscopy, represents an inherently confocal approach allowing 3D reconstruction from z-slices. Consequently, the reconstruction of 3D specimens requires computerized z-positioning of sample stage or objective. For the in vivo imaging of mostly low transparent samples, SHG is commonly detected in backward direction using high-resolution long working-distance objectives of N.A. ≤ 0.95 (usually 20× magnification). A key advantage of SHG is its compatibility with simultaneous detection of other light signals, including autofluorescence and fluorescence: its specific detection of fibrillar collagen next to additional tissue structures; and its deep tissue penetration, compared to other high-resolution approaches. As main disadvantages, SHG is a polarization- and therefore angle-dependent process, that may generate higher signal intensity for some fibres and lower signal for others; it further requires quite high laser power with potential secondary damage to cells and tissue structures [23]; and its emission signal fades relatively fast in dense tissue specimens, due to light scattering and absorption. All together, SHG represents an ideal method for detecting fibrillar collagen geometries within native/live connective tissues without the need for extrinsic labelling and sample processing.

3. Tissue structures of collagen-based ECM models

To study interstitial cell migration and invasion in vitro and in vivo, a number of collagen-based ECM models have been established [27,29–36]. These models are suited to examine distinct aspects of cell movement in a tissue-like environment, however, due to tissue source and geometry, vary in their basic structural properties. In vitro models consist of either de novo assembled fibres from extracted monomeric collagen that originate from different species, such as cow, calf, mouse, or rat. Alternatively, in vitro scaffolds stem from ex vivo collagen-rich connective tissues, including human native fresh skin, de-epidermized dermis (DED), and soft tissue substitutes, such as AlloDerm or DermaMatrix [37]. In vivo interstitial tissue models suited for intravital microscopy are available from several species and for almost every tissue type. We here evaluate (1) in vitro reconstituted 3D collagen lattices, (2) in vivo connective tissues of mouse or chicken origin, including mouse cremaster, skull and dorsal dermis, and mammary gland, and the chicken CAM, and (3) ex vivo human dermis, and (4) directly compare their collagen structures.

3.1. 3D in vitro collagen models

3D fibrillar ECM models involve a discontinuous fibrillar substrate structure providing both an adhesion substrate as well as a steric barrier for moving cells, similar to collagen-rich interstitial tissues in vivo. Early in vitro research on cell behaviour within 3D reconstituted collagen-based ECM matrices employed processed rat tail collagen [38,39]. A number of variations have been developed, including supplementation with additional ECM components (e.g. fibrin, fibronectin, vitronectin, hyaloronic acid or basement membrane components) and stromal components (e.g. fibroblasts, vessel structures) or mounting on prepared animal connective tissues in vivo [25,31,40–43] (P. Friedl, unpublished). The most popular are commercially available preparations of collagens extracted from rodent tails or bovine dermis. The collagen extraction process consists of several purification steps, such as raw material preparation, acid extraction and optional pepsin treatment for solubilization, filtration, purification by salt fractionation and/or column chromatography, and sterilization. Acid treatment (low molar acetic or hydrochloric acid) breaks collagen into monomers, which is sufficient for collagens with low-level covalent cross-links, characteristic of rat or mouse tail collagens. By contrast, more extensively cross-linked collagens, e.g. from bovine or human dermis, require additional pepsin treatment to cleave off cross-link mediating telopeptides. To initiate re-assembly of extracted collagen monomers from acidic solution, the pH is raised by basic solvents (usually containing bicarbonate or hydroxide ions). As pepsin treatment removes most of the assembly-initiating telopeptide sites, neutralized pepsinized collagen self-assembles into multimeric fibrils at delayed speed, compared to non-pepsinized collagen preparations [44] (K. Wolf, unpublished). Consistent with delayed assembly, pepsin-digested collagens polymerize into more sparse lattices of longer fibrils between intersections resulting in larger pores with diameters of 3–5 μm, whereas telopeptide-containing collagens of the same protein content form shorter fibrils, smaller pores (ca. 1–2 μm diameter), and yield higher fibre density due to rapid initiation of fibre assembly (Fig. 1A). Because the collagen content is equal, variations in fibrillar density most likely result from different fibre diameters (K. Wolf, unpublished). Accordingly, whether treated or non-treated with pepsin, collagens from the same mouse tail source assemble into respectively loose or dense fibrillar networks (Fig. 1B). Further variables that influence collagen pore sizes are summarized in Table 1. Thus, both collagen type and the polymerization conditions have considerable influence on scaffold structure and porosity after in vitro reconstitution, and likely secondary impacts on cell morphology and behaviour including migration efficiency. For comparison, the size and shape of several cell types in polarized, hence migrating state are shown here, including small T lymphocytes, larger dendritic cells and large mesenchymal cells, such as fibroblasts or tumor cells (Fig. 1C). Thus, these different cellular dimensions need to be viewed in context of tissue gaps and spaces [45] (K. Wolf, manuscript in preparation). How such structural variability of in vitro collagen models reflects the topography of connective tissues in vivo, or regions therein, is unclear.

3.2. Interstitial in vivo animal models

To address how the structure of in vitro lattices corresponds to interstitial tissue in vivo, in vitro reconstituted 3D collagen was compared to selected connective tissues from mouse or chicken

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental condition</th>
<th>Pore size</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pepsin treatment yes/no before polymerization</td>
<td>t↓/i↑</td>
<td>This review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low/high pH during polymerization</td>
<td>t↓/i↑</td>
<td>[67]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low/high temperature during polymerization</td>
<td>t↓/i↑</td>
<td>[68]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High/low and very high ionic strength during polymerization</td>
<td>t↓/i↑</td>
<td>[69]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
embryo by SHG microscopy. A growing number of experimental animal models has been developed for the examination of microvascular structures, cell dynamics, or tumor metastasis in mouse, rat, rabbit, hamster and chick embryo connective tissues, including ear, mesenterium, cremaster muscle, skull, back skin, and the CAM, using intravital microscopy [46–53]. More recently developed combinations of fluorescence and SHG microscopy are particularly suited to evaluate cell morphology and movement in relation to connective tissue spacing in the living animal [22,23,26–28,54,55]. The connective tissues from different sources contain fibrillar collagen networks of very heterogeneous architecture, consisting of loose areas with gaps and clefts of various sizes that are bordered by denser regions of thick collagen bundles aligned in parallel in the absence of obvious gaps and spaces (Figs. 2 and 3; see details below). For example, the collagen-rich peristem of the mouse femur contains thick collagen bundles in parallel organization with clefts measuring 10 μm or less in width harboring osteoclast precursors [26]. In the mouse dermis or interstitial tissue of the mouse mammary gland, fibrillar collagen comprises spaces and gap diameters of less than 5 μm to more than 20 μm, allowing efficient tumor cell invasion [27,55,56].

3.2.1. Mouse connective tissue

We here assess mouse connective tissue regions often used for intravital microscopy, including mesenterium, cremaster muscle, mouse skull dermis of the frontoparietal scalp, mouse back dermis, and connective tissue of the mammary fat pad.

The mesenterium displays a highly vascularized, thin connective tissue membrane providing blood supply to the gut system, which has been used preferably from rats or rabbits to study microvessel dynamics and leukocyte extravasation [57]. The mesenterial membrane consists of a dense sheet of collagen fibres organized in parallel which is only several μm thick, and thus represents a very thin 3D in vivo model (K. Wolf, unpublished data). The cremaster muscle holding and regulating the vicinity of the testes towards the abdomen is suitable and accessible for imaging of leukocyte migration. It consists of 1–2 layers of striated muscle fibres longitudinally organized, and parallel blood vessels that highly populate the cremaster muscle [49]. The central muscle layer contains interwoven, loosely organized collagen fibres and is laterally bordered by thick sheets of collagen fibres of 30–50 μm in-depth and mostly parallel order, with gap diameters often exceeding 10–20 μm (Fig. 2A, asterisks). The dermis above the frontoparietal mouse scalp consists of several collagen-rich connective tissue layers underneath the epidermis with heterogeneous structure and density. Whereas upper regions comprise mostly loose connective tissue with substantial pores in between collagen fibres, deeper regions often exhibit compact, densely aligned collagen fibres with very small gaps, ranging from approx. 3 to 10 μm in diameter (Fig. 2B).

If monitored in the context with fluorescently labelled migrating tumor cells after injection into loose dermis regions, the cells readily displace with velocities of 1–5 μm per hour [27] and adapt their shape according to collagen fibre structure and pore diameter (K. Wolf and S. Alexander, unpublished). A similar macroporous fibrillar structure is visualized in the dermis of the mouse back skin nearby the deep dermal vascular plexus when monitored through a glass window of the dorsal skin fold chamber (DSFC). As compared to randomly organized dermis of the head region, both superficial (Fig. 2C) and deep regions of back skin dermis (Fig. 2D) comprise loose as well as more ordered regions with longitudinally oriented fibre bundles of heterogeneous density and interfibrillar spaces ranging between approx. 1 and 20 μm. In some regions, a high order of alignment is associated with adjacent tissue structures, such as hair follicles, apocrine and eccrine glands, and, as visualized in Fig. 2D, parallel muscle strands or blood vessels [34]. Finally, a mammary tissue model allows for the monitoring of connective tissue structures through a glass window [36,58]. In this model, a collagenous layer with interspersed blood vessels displays heterogeneously organized interconnected fibre strands and varying gap diameters ranging from below 1 μm up to 20 μm, similar to back dermis (Fig. 2E). Thus, depending on location and specific environment, collagenous connective tissue structures vary in their fibrillar density, orientation and spaces between fibres. These structural variations are likely associated with adjacent components, such as vessels, muscles, and fat cells.

3.2.2. Chick embryo CAM model

The CAM of the chick embryo is a traditional model for monitoring tumor dissemination, metastasis, and related angiogenesis [42,53,59]. The CAM displays a specialized, highly vascularized tissue that mediates gas exchange between the developing chick embryo and the atmosphere through the calcified eggshell. The fully developed CAM (day 10 of embryo development) consists of ectoderm, mesoderm, and endoderm, whereby the approximately 100 μm thick mesoderm comprises a loose collagen-rich connective tissue containing blood vessels and capillaries [59] (Fig. 3). The collagen meshwork is, in contrast to mouse connective tissue, of quite homogeneous order with gap diameters of around 10 μm.
Fig. 4. Human dermis from different ex vivo sources. Two-photon-excited SHG (collagen, green) and autofluorescence (red) of 3D dermis from native back skin (A), abdomen (B), and cadaveric skin of unspecified body region (C) (AlloDerm). (A) Skin left-over from the tumor margin not needed for histopathological diagnosis was used as non-fixed whole-mount few hours post-surgery. (B) DED was obtained from abdominal skin corrections, cultivation for 2 weeks [61] and fixation by paraformaldehyde. (C) AlloDerm was used as provided by the supplier (LifeCell Corporation, Branchburg, NJ, USA) [37]. All samples were monitored from the open margin of the dermal side. Image processing was performed as described in Fig. 2. White arrowheads, collagen bundles; empty arrowheads, elastic fibres. Bars, 100 μm.

This model is often used for cancer cell invasion and metastasis studies [32,59,60], as it monitors invasion from the ectodermal layer across a basal membrane into very loose connective tissue. In summary, these in vivo animal models comprise heterogeneous collagen structures which range from randomly organized, very loose (CAM tissue, upper dermis) to dense architecture (thick collagen bundles in deep dermis) and, accordingly, exhibit heterogeneous pore diameters from sub- to almost supracellular spacing.

3.3. Human dermis models ex vivo

Fresh human dermis is the best-accessible connective tissue obtained as left-over from skin surgery (e.g. cosmetic surgery). Off-the-shelf scaffolds comprise cadaveric human or porcine acellular dermal matrices (AlloDerm, Dermamatrix or Enduragen) which have been developed for skin grafting on acute and chronic wounds [37]. Native human dermis consists of densely packed thick long collagen bundles of 20–50 μm in diameter with interwoven loose collagen fibre meshworks, (Fig. 4A). The bundles display a tendency of alternating horizontal and perpendicular organization, often bordered by aligned elastic fibres, with heterogeneously configured pores of approx. 2–10 μm in diameter. Very similar to native human dermis, DED, which originates from abdominal skin [61] displays a network consisting of mostly densely packed collagen bundles interspersed with infrequent gaps and clefts similar to fresh dermis (Fig. 4B). Likewise, human cadaveric dermal matrix (AlloDerm) consists of compact fibre bundles with a high degree of parallel organization and adjacent elastic fibres but relatively rare longi-
Fig. 5. Structural and quantitative comparison of collagen scaffold spacing from different models. (A) Loose and dense collagen regions obtained from selected in vitro and in vivo tissues (all derived from Figs. 1 to 4, except breast tissue). Cell outlines (from Fig. 1C) are included at 1:1 ratio in xy and xz dimension. Collagen-free gaps and pores were used for digital image analysis and quantification, using ImageJ. (B) Quantification of pore areas and (C) distance between fibres. Data show the medians (line) and individual measurements from different tissue regions (symbols) and are compared to the cross-section area and diameters of mammalian cells during migration (see Fig. 1C). Bars, 19 μm.
of pepsinized and non-pepsinized collagen was approx. 15/9262
xy images showed model-specific variation. The median pore area
(Fig. 5B). Consistent with heterogeneity, in vivo connective tis-
cles (Fig. 5A). To quantitatively compare the structure and spac-
ing of such different in vivo and in vitro tissues, confocal reflection
(for in vitro reconstituted collagen) and SHG (for in vivo tissues)
were used and matrix pore sizes relative to known sizes and shapes
of different cell types were analyzed by morphometric analysis, as
described [21,23]. The quantification of collagen-free spaces from
xy images showed model-specific variation. The median pore area
of pepsinized and non-pepsinized collagen was approx. 15 μm²
and 2 μm², respectively, with a total range from 1 to 40 μm²
(Fig. 5B). Consistent with heterogeneity, in vivo connective tis-
es show an increased variation of collagen-free spaces, ranging
from ca. 10 to 1000 μm² (Fig. 5B). Accordingly, the median dis-
tance between fibres which corresponds to pore diameters was
3.2 μm for pepsinized and 1.7 μm for non-pepsinized collagen with
a total range from 1 to 5 μm, and, again, increased variation in con-
nective tissues occurred, ranging from ca. 1 to 20 μm (Fig. 5C).
Interestingly, the CAM model displays the greatest homogeneity
compared to other connective tissues which comprise both, low-
and high-density regions. In conclusion, compared to connective
tissue models in vivo, 3D collagen-based in vitro models contain
more homogeneous collagen structures with characteristic average
pore sizes for each different preparation. Thus, in vitro gap diam-
eters but not the overall architecture correspond to both, in vivo
porosity, whereby pepsinized, but not non-pepsinized collagen lat-
tices are of intermediate density between low- and high-density
dermis in vivo, and suited to accommodate all cell bodies of leuko-
cytic and non-leukocytic cells. Such knowledge on ECM structure
and spacing should be taken into account for designing and refining
in vitro and in vivo models for cell migration.

4. Tumor-associated changes in collagen structure

In this review, we compared collagen structures in basic in
vitro systems and connective tissue of healthy animals suitable
as tumor cell invasion models which, in fact, neglects that during
most disease processes the constitutive tissue structure may be
strongly remodeled. During cancerous transformation, structural
changes develop in the tumor-surrounding collagenous tissues
that can be visualized by SHG microscopy [20,62,63]. In particular,
the progression of palpable breast cancers including increased
local invasion into surrounding connective tissues coincides with
increase in local collagen concentration, rigidity, realignment of
collagen fibres towards the tumor edge, most likely cross-linking,
and the deposition of additional ECM components and ECM
fragments. Such structural changes in the tumor-surrounding
collagen are associated with increased collagen and lysyl oxidase
production, an increased tension mediated by mechanoreceptor-
cytoskeletal linkages, and proteolytic matrix remodeling by the
action of ECM-degrading proteases [11,12,20,63]. Thus, ECM
architecture and associated cell function need to be viewed in the
context of both, constitutive and diseased state.

5. Conclusions

The complex texture of collagen-rich connective tissue is cre-
ated by substantial structural and spatial heterogeneities, including
collagen density, cross-link induced fibre bundling and thickness,
fibre orientation into longitudinal bundles or more random net-
works, and resulting gaps and clefts between collagen fibres and
bundles. These varying collagen patterns are obtained within the
same tissue, different tissue regions of the same species, and
between species. Based on these structural characteristics, connective
tissue-derived collagen displays a dual function for cell
movement as (i) guidance structure providing preformed tracks,
and (ii) barrier by forming fibre networks with random gaps of sub-
cellular size. As an important fact in the evaluation of cell migration
models, this heterogeneity will determine the type of cell move-
ment, such as penetrating 3D invasion through relatively small
tissue gaps, guided migration along fibrillar structures and paths
of least resistance (contact guidance), or spread-out barrier-free
migration on 2D interstitial surfaces, such as thick collagen bundles
[15,20,55].

Besides fibrillar collagen, other structural components impact
the type, efficiency and direction of cell migration, including blood
and lymph vessels, muscular strands, ducts, glands, and nerves.
Thus, the connective tissue models reviewed here require more
in-depth structural and chemical analysis to map also the com-
position of these guidance structures. Further, collagen-free areas
need to be structurally analyzed for their content of additional solid
components that cannot be captured by SHG microscopy. Lastly, all
analyses would benefit from measurements of physical collagen
properties, such as stiffness and ultrastructural surface properties
of collagen bundle structures.

When comparing 3D in vitro and connective tissue colla-
gen, in vitro collagen lattices reproduce with sufficient fidelity
the structural characteristics of rather loose, network-like orga-
nized interstitial tissues, not however, cross-link matured packed
interstitial tissue. In addition, in vitro lattices lack the structural
heterogeneity of fibre calibres and pore sizes present in connective
tissues. To experimentally mimic cell movement closer to the tis-
sue geometry in vivo, 3D collagen models could be designed that
semble collagen characteristics in vivo as close as possible, by
adapting fibre alignment, LOX-induced maturation and stiffness, or
varying pore sizes. A promising strategy to increase the structural
order of in vitro reconstituted 3D collagen lattices is the condition-
ing and secondary remodeling by stromal cells, such as fibroblasts,
dentothelial cells, or cancer cells themselves [11,31,64–66].

To take the impact of tissue physics on cell function into account,
careful structural analysis should accompany molecular analysis of
cell functions in 3D ECM. To date, systematic studies comparing
the structure and function of rodent with human interstitial tis-
sues are lacking. The here reviewed data comparing murine with
human collagen structure of the dermis suggest, that the structural
and physical parameters diverge, yet common principles of varying
pore sizes in the range of several micrometers are retained. Like-
wise, spatial characteristics may vary depending on the collagen source for in vitro reconstituted collagen models. The knowledge about specific ECM spacing and density is further important for studies focussing on proteolytic ECM barrier removal and reorganization. To compare data derived from different 3D collagen-based cell function models, it will therefore be important to map ECM structures of different models systematically.
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